Invisible to the naked eye:

the biggest career opportunity you’ll ever encounter.

As a seasoned engineer, you’ll instantly realise the massive impact that the smallest subject matter of life could have on your career.
As our nuclear industry enters a new phase, the challenges continue to grow: and as the organisation that pioneered the industry
here in the UK, we’re well placed to rise to them. Having secured the multi-billion pound contracts to decommission Magnox
generators nationwide, we’re already ahead of schedule, making headway faster and more cost-efficiently than even we could have
predicted, all while putting safety first and foremost.
For you, these are big opportunities to build a career at the forefront of a groundbreaking industry with the indisputable industry leaders.

Site Engineering Section Head

Site Engineers

£00,000 - £00,000

£00,000 - £01,000
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In this team leader role, you’ll oversee the resources that manage our
plant and project streams. With significant team management
experience in a similar or construction/demolition environment, you’ll
be professionally qualified, have a NEBOSH certificate and be an
accredited CDM Planning Supervisor and Principle Contractor 1.

Lead Design Engineer
£00,000 - £00,000

Ref: XX/1234X/06

Preparing concept and feasibility drawings, you’ll provide the design
focus and technical integration, ensure compliance, monitor progress
and answer technical queries. A Chartered Engineer with a good
knowledge of health and safety legislation, you’ll have experience of
leading a team.

Ref: XX/1234X/06

Controlling and supervising project work for the Project Lead, you’ll
review and approve contractors and sub-contractors to ensure we
meet all obligations. Professionally qualified and with experience
gained on industrial plant, you’ll have managed contracts and
delivered projects and have an aptitude for problem solving.

Benefits include competitive salary, generous 29-day holiday
entitlement plus bank holidays, sick pay scheme and
employee bonus scheme.
Please apply by sending your CV and covering letter to the
Personnel Department, British Nuclear Group, Magnox Ltd,
Bradwell Reactor Site, Bradwell-on-Sea, Southminster, Essex
CMO 7HP or email bradwell.personnel@magnox.co.uk

In promoting equal opportunities, British Nuclear Group welcomes applications from all sections of the community. We select people
according to their abilities and our needs.
For more information visit our website:

www.britishnucleargroup.com

In the beginning, there was the end.

Having ceased generating electricity in 2002, Bradwell has now defuelled and is entering complete decommissioning.
For us here at BNG, the end of the lives of Magnox power stations mark the beginning of fresh challenge and opportunity.
We’re evolving and investing, innovating and putting safety first – just as we’ve always done. Cleaning-up our nuclear legacy
nationwide is a £ multi-billion industry, and one were well-placed to deliver in.
For you, it’s the beginning of career-building challenge, of working with and learning from industry professionals at the top of
their game, of making your mark in an industry that’s bigger than anything you might have experienced before.
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Magnox power stations are at the end of their working life.
For you, it’s only the beginning.
Decommissioning Bradwell nuclear power station marks the beginning of a new era for us. Previously industry pioneers, we’re
turning our vast expertise to the safe, cost-effective clean-up of our nuclear legacy. Creating more firsts and innovations and
solutions and opportunities along the way. For you, this is the beginning: of career-building challenge, of developing in the
company of an award-winning team and of realising all the potential that comes with working at the forefront.
Our award-winning team are already ahead of schedule and well within budget. Clear evidence that you’ll be in the company of
some of the world’s most experienced nuclear professionals, supported and encouraged by an organisation that pioneered the
nuclear industry here in the UK.
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